A B S T R A C T Ecosystem carbon (C) storage strongly regulates climate-C cycle feedback and is largely determined by both C residence time and C input from net primary productivity (NPP). However, spatial patterns of ecosystem C storage and its variation have not been well quantified in earth system models (ESMs), which is essential to predict future climate change and guide model development. We intended to evaluate spatial patterns of ecosystem C storage capacity simulated by ESMs as part of the 5th Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) and explore the sources of multi-model variation from mean residence time (MRT) and/or C inputs. Five ESMs were evaluated, including C inputs (NPP and [gross primary productivity] GPP), outputs (autotrophic/heterotrophic respiration) and pools (vegetation, litter and soil C). ESMs reasonably simulated the NPP and NPP/GPP ratio compared with Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) estimates except NorESM. However, all of the models significantly underestimated ecosystem MRT, resulting in underestimation of ecosystem C storage capacity. CCSM predicted the lowest ecosystem C storage capacity ( Â10 kg C m (2 ) with the lowest MRT values (14 yr), while MIROC-ESM estimated the highest ecosystem C storage capacity ( Â36 kg C m (2 ) with the longest MRT (44 yr). Ecosystem C storage capacity varied considerably among models, with larger variation at high latitudes and in Australia, mainly resulting from the differences in the MRTs across models. Our results indicate that additional research is needed to improve postphotosynthesis C-cycle modelling, especially at high latitudes, so that ecosystem C residence time and storage capacity can be appropriately simulated.
Introduction
The rising atmospheric CO 2 concentration and resultant climate warming may substantially impact the global carbon (C) budget (Solomon et al., 2007) , leading to positive or negative feedback to global climate change (Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Heimann and Reichstein, 2008) . Terrestrial ecosystems are estimated to have sequestered nearly 30% of the C released by anthropogenic activities from 1960 to 2008, during which fossil fuel CO 2 emissions increased from 2.4 to 8.7 Pg C yr
(1 (Canadell et al., 2007; Le Quere et al., 2009 ). However, whether the natural sink will be sustainable into the future is under debate due to the complexity of terrestrial ecosystem responses to global change, such as forest dieback (Cox et al., 2004) , land use change (Strassmann et al., 2008) , and storms reducing canopy photosynthesis and transferring C from plant to litter pools (Chambers et al., 2007) . Therefore, it is imperative to assess the sustainability of terrestrial C storage for guiding international efforts to stabilise CO 2 concentration. Terrestrial ecosystem C storage has been studied in the past decades using experimental (Johnston et al., 1996;  *Corresponding author. email: zxuhui14@fudan.edu.cn Tellus B 2014 . # 2014 Y. Yan et al. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons CC-BY 4.0 License (http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), allowing third parties to copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format and to remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, even commercially, provided the original work is properly cited and states its license. Lales et al., 2001; Tang et al., 2012) and modelling approaches (Emanuel et al., 1984; Tian et al., 2012) at a biome or regional scale. For example, global climate change experiments, such as open-top chambers, free-air CO 2 enrichment (FACE) and infrared heating techniques, have been conducted to quantify responses of terrestrial C storage to elevated CO 2 (Mooney et al., 1999) and climate change (Kane and Vogel, 2009 ). These experimental results have advanced global model development to predict terrestrial C storage in response to climate change (Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Tian et al., 2012) . Earth system models (ESMs) have often coupled atmosphereÁocean general circulation models (GCMs) with the Dynamic Global Vegetation Models (DGVMs) or Terrestrial Biogeochemistry Models (TBMs, e.g. Krinner et al., 2005; Prentice et al., 2007) . The different coupled models could result in diverse results (Ahlstro¨m et al., 2013) with considerable uncertainty in magnitude and even in direction (Friedlingstein et al., 2006) . The accuracy of these ESMs in simulating ecosystem C storage remains unclear, considerably affecting our confidence in predicting C storage in terrestrial ecosystem under future climate conditions.
The C storage of an ecosystem under given environmental conditions will ultimately approach its steady state (referred to as ecosystem C storage capacity, Xia et al., 2013) . Ecosystem C storage capacity is often determined by C influx and mean residence time (MRT; Luo et al., 2001 Luo et al., , 2003 , as adopted in most biogeochemical models (Parton et al., 1988) . Since biogeochemical models are usually first initialised to the steady state before being used for further analysis, the steady-state ecosystem C storage and its determinants are good indicators for model performance at a given C-cycle model structure. In ESMs, net primary productivity (NPP) is often estimated by canopy-absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (PAR, Cramer and Field, 1999) , while MRT is calculated with photosynthate allocation or C transfer coefficients among various C pools and environmental forcing (Xia et al., 2013) . The large variations on NPP and MRT among the models may result from differences in simplifying assumptions and the environmental variables used, leading to various results for terrestrial C storage capacity. A recent analysis of the 5th Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) from Todd-Brown et al. (2013) indicated that the estimates of the global soil C pool varied 5.9-fold among 12 models, with 2.6-fold variation in NPP and 3.6-fold variation in MRT. However, spatial variations in ecosystem C storage capacity determined by NPP and MRT and multi-model variations at a global scale have not yet been well quantified.
Variations associated with regional and global NPP have been widely evaluated via comparison with data sets and among models Pinsonneault et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011) . For example, comparison among 17 uncoupled terrestrial biogeochemical models showed similar estimates of NPP over large areas . Researchers have also analysed the sources of uncertainty in NPP via direct comparison of model structure (Adams et al., 2004) or analysis of the relationship between NPP and climate variables (Wang et al., 2011) . The results showed general agreement on average among models but exhibited significant differences in spatial patterns. However, the sources of these variations in the spatial distribution of NPP remain unclear.
Mean MRT has been estimated at a global scale through soil respiration measurement (Raich and Schlesinger, 1992) and C isotope tracing (Ciais et al., 1999; Randerson et al., 1999) , as well as by inverse methods at a regional scale (Barrett, 2002; Zhou and Luo, 2008; Zhao and Running, 2010) . However, spatial pattern of MRT at a global scale is still unknown, limiting accurate evaluation of the terrestrial C balance and model prediction of future global C cycling in response to climate change. If uncertainties in the MRT estimation are not adequately addressed at the global scale, ecosystem C storage capacity cannot be fully understood. For example, Zhou and Luo (2008) and Zhou et al. (2012) calculated ecosystem C uptake with increased NPP and MRT in the USA and found that MRT was the key source of uncertainty in the results. Therefore, quantifying variation in NPP and MRT at a global scale is necessary for better understanding of terrestrial ecosystem C storage. To date, no studies have been conducted to examine the spatial patterns in modelled and observed ecosystem C storage capacity and their variations at a global scale.
In this study, we examined spatial patterns of ecosystem C storage capacity simulated by the ESMs included in CMIP5, evaluated the multi-model variations and explored their potential sources such as MRT, C inputs, or both. We aimed to (1) quantify spatial patterns of ecosystem C storage capacity and their multi-model variations and (2) examine the sources of variations from NPP and MRT estimates by ESMs. Here, the simulated results from five models were used to estimate MRT using C pools and influx or efflux. We mainly focused on assessing spatial variability across the models through model intercomparison at grid and global scales.
Materials and methods

Model description
To calculate ecosystem C storage capacity and MRT, the simulated results of ESMs from the 5th CMIP5 were used, including C influx [gross primary productivity (GPP) and NPP], respiration [autotrophic respiration (R a ) and heterotrophic respiration (R h )] and C pools (soil, litter and plant C, http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/esgf-web-fe/). Eight models from five institutes were available in CMIP5 (Table 1) . Models from the same climate centre showed more than 90% relative similarity (e.g. MIROC-ESM base model and CHEM, NorESM1-M and ME). Therefore, the modelled results from the same centre were pooled together prior to further analysis. However, IPSL models were still retained because of the different R e /GPP ratio between IPSL-CM5B and IPSL-CM5A with the values of 1 and 1.96, respectively. These ESMs combine climate models, atmospheric and oceanic process models, and terrestrial ecosystem models to examine the responses of earth system to global climate change. In this study, we focused on the terrestrial ecosystem models.
Ecosystem MRT cannot directly be obtained from ESMs' results and is calculated by the C residence times and C allocation coefficients for individual C pools in plants and soils (Barrett, 2002) . Carbon enters into the terrestrial ecosystem through plant photosynthesis, which is partitioned into various plant pools (i.e. leaf, root and woody biomass). Plant materials then die to form litter pools (i.e. metabolic, structural and coarse woody debris). The litter C is partially decomposed by microbes to release CO 2 and partially converted to soil organic matter (SOM) in fast, slow and passive pools. Most of the models share similar structures for C inputs and partition into plant or soil pools and terrestrial decomposition, but different parameters in C transfer coefficients between pools as well as their response to environmental variables could result in different MRTs across the models (Xia et al., 2013) .
Carbon input or GPP is similarly simulated with the leaflevel photosynthesis model involving sunlit and shaded leaves to scale up to the region or globe with leaf area index (LAI). Among five models, different plant functional types (PFTs) were defined, which included characteristic of different climate zones or biomes, such as 9 PFTs for CanESM, 13 for IPSL and MIROC and 15 for CCSM/ NorESM. However, only the MIROC model considers the vegetation dynamic (Watanabe et al., 2011) .
Autotrophic respiration (R a ) is critical to estimate NPP (GPP-R a ), which includes maintenance respiration (MR) and growth respiration (GR). MIROC and CanESM simulated R a by the respiration rate, the chemical composition of each of the plant tissues, and air temperature with a Q 10 function (Arora et al., 2011; Watanabe et al., 2011) . While CCSM and NorESM estimated MR as a function of temperature and live tissue N concentration and GR as 0.3 times the total C in new growth (woody and non-woody tissues) for a given time step (Lawrence et al., 2011) . IPSL simulated MR as a linear function of biomass and temperature, and GR is a fixed part of allocated photosynthates (30%, Piao et al., 2010) .
Heterotrophic respiration or terrestrial decomposition across all ESMs is relatively uniform with a first-order decay process through 1Á9 dead C pools (Todd-Brown et al., 2013) . Decomposition in most models depends on Q 10 function or Arrhenius-type equations, which are functionally similar (Davidson and Janssens, 2006) . The decomposition rate is modified as a function of temperature (T) relative to a baseline (T 0 ), such that F (T) 0 Q 10
with different Q 10 values across models. All models account for land use change, but Only CCSM and NorESM have the nitrogen cycle coupled with the C cycle.
Methods
MRT is the average time that a C atom remains in a compartment of the system (Luo et al., 2003) . Ecosystem MRT is aggregated from C residence time in the individual plant and soil pools with different ways (Zhou et al., 2012) . Zhou and Luo (2008) used the inverse model to estimate the MRT in the USA, defining MRT as the inverse of the C transfer coefficients for individual pools. Friedlingstein et al. (2006) directly estimated the MRT of dead C (litter plus soil C pools) as the ratio of total dead C to R h . Different mean C residence times in the individual C pools probably caused regional discrepancy in ecosystem MRT. Here, we estimated ecosystem MRT using the C balance method by the ratio of the C pool to C outflow. For an ecosystem, the C pool (C pool ) has three components* vegetation, litter and soil*and C loss is ecosystem respiration 
, which includes R a and R h . Although C losses by wildfires are attributed to a large amount of C effluxes (about 2Á4 Pg C yr (1 , about 3Á6% of soil respiration, Bowman et al., 2009; van der Werf et al., 2010) , it is difficult to quantify fire effects on MRT and then ecosystem C storage by both modelling and experiments. Moreover, MIROC models did not consider fire. We thus did not take fire effects into account and calculated ecosystem MRT as follows:
At the steady state, R e is equal to GPP. Except in IPSL-CM5A, the R e /GPP ratios for all of the models range from 1.1 to 0.99 for the years 1850Á1860, during which most of the models can be considered to be at steady state. Here, we just used IPSL-CM5B to estimate MRTs and the resultant ecosystem C storage for IPSL because IPSL-CM5A was not at the steady state. In addition, Thompson and Randerson (1999) indicated that there were two types of MRTs for terrestrial ecosystems: the GPP-based or the NPP-based MRT. The latter does not include autotrophic respiration. If not specified, ecosystem MRT refers to the GPP-based MRT in this study. To make better comparison, we also estimated the NPP-based MRT. The NPP-based MRT (MRT cor ) was corrected from ecosystem MRT with the NPP/GPP ratio.
NPP and ecosystem respiration have significant seasonal and inter-annual variability. To decrease the effects of inter-annual variability on the MRT, monthly means for all variables from 1850 to 1860 were determined for each grid cell to generate an overall mean for calculating MRT at the steady state. All of the data were regridded using R software to a common projection (WGS 84) and 18 )18 spatial resolution. Latitudinal patterns were extracted by moving averages over 18 latitudinal bands. The regridding approach assumed conservation of mass that a latitudinal degree was proportional to distance for the close grid cells (Todd-Brown et al., 2013) .
Multi-model variability on NPP, MRT and terrestrial C storage capacity were measured using the standard deviation (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV 0 SD/mean). The SD and CV were calculated using the five models' results for each grid at a spatial resolution of 18)18.
Data sets
Four data sets were used to evaluate model performance, including the NPP and NPP/GPP ratio derived from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data (Zhang et al., 2009; Zhao and Running, 2010) , the MRT for the USA estimated using the inverse model (Zhou and Luo, 2008; Zhou et al., 2012) and soil C storage from the Harmonized World Soil Database (HWSD).
We used the 0.0088 )0.0088 gridded MODIS product MOD17A3 from 2000 to 2009 (Zhao and Running, 2010) . Here, the GPP was calculated as GPP 0 o )FPAR ) PAR, where o is the radiation use efficiency of the vegetation determined by maximum o in each biome (o max ), temperature (T) and soil moisture (M, o 0 o max )f (T) ) f (M)). FPAR was the fraction of incident PAR, absorbed by the canopy. The annual NPP was calculated as
Here, PsnNet 0 GPP ( R ml ( R mr ; R ml , R mr and R mo are MR by leaves, fine roots and other living parts, respectively. R g is GR. All the respiration data were obtained from the C4 MOD17 Biome Parameter Look-Up Table ( BPLUT). The NPP/ GPP ratio was also used to assess model performance due to its greater stability compared to the NPP or GPP alone (Zhang et al., 2009 ). The simulated NPPs and NPP/GPP ratios in 1995Á2005 were used for model-data comparison.
Spatial patterns of directly observed MRTs are not available at the global scale for evaluating the models. Currently, regional MRTs have been estimated using inverse analysis only for the USA and Australia (Barrett, 2002; Zhou and Luo, 2008; Zhou et al., 2012) . In the conterminous USA, the estimated MRTs were estimated by genetic algorithm (Zhou and Luo, 2008) and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC, Zhou et al., 2012 ) with values of 46 and 56.8 yr, respectively. However, MRTs estimated by Zhou et al. (2012) and Zhou and Luo (2008) were NPPbased values, so the modelled MRT cor in the USA from 1850 to 1860 were used for data-model comparison at the grid scale. Mean MRT in Australia (Barrett, 2002) was larger than global C turnover estimates (26Á60 yr), and therefore spatial patterns were not discussed.
Ecosystem C storage is composed of C pools in vegetation, litter and soil. As the largest terrestrial C pool, soil C storage was used to assess model performance for ecosystem C storage with the HWSD (FAO/IIASA/ISRIC/ ISSCAS/JRC, 2012). For the HWSD, the major sources of uncertainty are related to analytical measurement of soil carbon, variation in carbon content within a soil type and assumption that soil types can be used to extrapolate soil C data. Analytical measurements of soil C concentrations are generally accurate, but measurements of soil bulk density are more uncertain (Todd-Brown et al. 2013) . Therefore, we used SOC from HWSD by the amendments of typological data and a bulk density (Hiederer and Ko¨chy, 2011) to conduct data-model comparison, with the global total of 1417 Pg C at the 30 arc second grid (http://eusoils.jrc.ec. europa.eu).
One limitation of the above datasets is that their uncertainties are poorly quantified. Here, 50 000 and 500 simulations calculated the global or regional means, respectively, through MCMC sampling with size of 5000 and 500 in R software. For each variable, the confidence interval was estimated as the 2.5 and 97. 
Results
Ecosystem carbon storage capacity
The ecosystem C storage capacity was calculated from the sums of C storage in plant, litter and soil pools at the steady state, represented by NPP )MRT cor . The average ecosystem C storage capacity for all five models was about 20 kg C m ). However, the lowest NPP and longest MRT cor (NorESM) resulted in the larger ecosystem C storage capacity than that in CCSM.
The spatial and latitudinal patterns of NPP and MRT substantially affected the patterns of ecosystem C storage capacity (Fig. 2) . Between 308S and 308N, all five models closely simulated ecosystem C storage capacity, with similar values of NPP and MRT (Fig. 2) . However, ecosystem C storage capacity for MIROC was higher at other latitudes than those for the other models, reaching a maximum at around 708N (Â55 kg C m (2 ) (Fig. 2b) . The ecosystem C storage capacities for CCSM and NorESM were much lower than those for the other models, particularly at 50Á308S and 30Á708N, but relatively high at 58SÁ58S. Ecosystem C storage capacity for the NorESM was higher than that for CCSM due to a higher MRT, although they had the same terrestrial ecosystem model (CLM).
Soil C storage accounted for a large amount of ecosystem C storage (40% for CCSM and NorESM and 70% for CanESM, IPSL and MIROC, Fig. 3 ) and explained much of the spatial variation in ecosystem C storage across models (R 2 !0.7), especially for CanESM and MIROC.
However, not all of the models accurately predicted soil C storage (Fig. 3f) . Across all common grid cells, the Pearson correlation coefficients between soil C data from the models and HWSD ranged from 0.06 to 0.49 and the root mean square errors (RMSE) were from 10 to 15 kg C m (Table 3) . Apart from NorESM, the predicted global average NPPs were close to the MODISbased estimates with the similar latitude patterns (Fig. 7a) , but there was regional variability among models (Figs. 4,  9a, b) . For example, NorESM and CCSM4 underestimated NPPs for all grids except in certain tropical regions ( Fig. 4d  and h ). CanESM and IPSL greatly underestimated NPPs for northern North America, but overestimated NPPs for northern Africa. Thus, high spatial variability across models led to high CV at most areas with the values larger than 0.5 (Fig. 9b) . The highest CV occurred in high latitude and sparse vegetation regions. The SD was larger for high NPP areas and smaller where the NPP was low. The highest SDs occurred in tropical zones, while the coefficient of variance was lower than 0.1. Apart from NorESM, all of the models estimated an average NPP/GPP ratio near to 0.5 (Table 3) , although there was poor agreement between modelled ratio and the MODIS estimates at the grid cells (R 2 B0.25, Fig. 5 ). At most areas, CanESM, IPSL and MIROC closely estimated the NPP/GPP ratios, differing by (0.05 to 0.05 from MODIS, while CCSM and NorESM greatly underestimated the NPP/GPP ratio. The latitudinal patterns of the NPP/GPP ratios for the other models were not consistent and were highly complex (Fig. 7b) . For example, the NPP/ GPP ratio predicted by CanESM had a series of peaks within 108SÁ108N, with the highest nearly at the equator, while the NPP/GPP ratios for the other models had lower values at these latitudes.
NPP and NPP/GPP ratio
Mean residence time
Ecosystem MRTs at the grid scale were highly heterogeneous, ranging from 0 to thousands of years. MRT values for the majority of the grids were 5Á40 yr, with the lowest values in the tropics and the highest values at high latitudes (Fig. 6) . The mean MRT for all models was Â28 yr, ranging from 15 yr for CCSM to 45 yr for MIROC (Table 2) . Large MRT differences occurred among the models (Fig. 6) . Compared with the mean value across all models, CCSM and NorESM underestimated MRTs in most areas at B30 yr, with only 5% of the grids !50 yr. MIROC overestimated MRTs for all grids, with a majority of the MRTs B70 yr and a maximum value !568 yr. We sampled the mean MRT for each latitudinal zone at 18 intervals between 508S and 708N to explore latitudinal patterns in the MRT (Fig. 7) . The MRTs predicted by the five models at 258SÁ108N were relatively low with low variability. The models predicted high MRTs at high latitudes because of the relatively low temperatures and lower rates of decomposition. The MRTs for CCSM and NorESM were lower than those of the other models but had similar latitudinal patterns. The MRTs for MIROC were higher than that for the other models at most latitudes, particularly at 128NÁ308N. Thus, there was high spatial variability in the MRT across models. The CV of the MRTs estimated by all five models mainly ranged between 0.2 and 0.8, with the lowest values in latitude 108SÁ108N and the largest values in the high latitude and sparse vegetation regions.
We extracted MRTs for the USA and Australia and calculated MRT cor using the NPP/GPP ratio to test model performance (Table 3 ). The relative errors ranged from (47% for CCSM to 2.2% for MIROC. The differences between the simulated and inverse results showed that all five models underestimated the MRT in southwest USA (Fig. 8) . Among the models, CanESM, CCSM and IPSL underestimated the MRTs in the USA for most grids by up to 70%, while NorESM greatly overestimated MRTs in eastern and central USA due to the lowest NPP/GPP ratio. The MRT values for MIROC were more similar to the inverse model estimates than those of the other models. ) for the five models (modelled time: 1850Á1860). Coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated for each grid cell using five models' results.
Discussion
For ESMs, the ability to accurately represent the spatial distribution of NPP and MRT is a prerequisite for predicting ecosystem C storage capacity and future carbonÁ climate feedback. Our results showed that most models accurately predicted the global average NPP and NPP/GPP ratios compared with the MODIS estimates, although regional variability was relatively large among models (Table 3) . However, all five models at the regional and global scales poorly estimated MRTs, resulting in poor estimates of ecosystem C storage capacity. Thus, variations in ecosystem C storage, NPP and MRT are important to improve model predictions of the global terrestrial C balance.
Variation in simulated ecosystem carbon storage capacity
Ecosystem C storage capacity can be a function of NPP and MRT and is composed of vegetation, litter and soil C pools. Currently, there is no feasible method to directly validate ecosystem C storage capacity due to the lack of the gridded observation-based data. Therefore, we indirectly assessed ecosystem C storage capacity through soil C storage and through validation of NPP and MRT. On average, none of the models accurately simulated the gridscale distributions of ecosystem C storage capacity (Fig. 1 ) or soil C stocks, which were consistent with the results in Todd-Brown et al. (2013) . Models may continue to amplify variation in predicting climate C-cycle feedback in the future (i.e. Friedlingstein et al., 2006) .
It is evident that large variations remain in modelled estimates of ecosystem C storage capacity at the regional and global scales, with a high CV in most areas, particularly at high latitudes and in sparsely vegetated regions (Figs. 1 and 9 ). Large variation in ecosystem C storage capacity can result from high spatial variability in the NPP, MRT or both (Figs. 4 and 6 ). At 108 SÁ108 N, low variability in both the NPP and MRT resulted in little difference in ecosystem C storage capacity among models. At high latitudes and in sparsely vegetated regions, high CVs in NPP and MRT led to large variability in ecosystem C storage capacity. However, at lower latitudes, low variability in NPP and high variability of MRT also produced a high CV for ecosystem C storage capacity. In addition, the high spatial variability of NPP and MRT among individual models may induce large variability in C storage capacity. For example, if NorESM were not included, the CV for ecosystem C storage capacity would decrease by 27% on average, particularly at high latitudes. Our results suggest that the main source of variation in ecosystem C storage is spatial variability in C residence times, which was consistent with previous research at a regional scale (Zhou and Luo, 2008; Zhou et al., 2012) . The inverse analysis indicated that the sensitivity of the C storage capacity to disturbance is determined by the residence time of C pool (Weng et al., 2012) . Similarly, the results of Todd-Brown et al. (2013) showed indirectly that soil C turnover time was more important than NPP in determining differences of simulated soil C across ESMs at a global scale. Another source of multi-model variation in ecosystem C storage capacity is likely the use of different methods to simulate the ecosystem C cycle. Most models are only effective for the specific processes in which they have been designed and their parameter ranges were validated (Dungait et al., 2012) . For example, the soil models currently embedded in the ESMs are structured around 3Á5 pools, with transformation rates modified by empirical correlations with soil temperature, water and clay content (Schmidt et al., 2011) . However, mechanisms of permafrost melting over the long term are not embedded in the current ESMs, resulting in large uncertainties in prediction of ecosystem C storage at the steady state. Additionally, most ESMs ignored deep mineral soils or sparsely vegetated regions because of the lack of field data and ecosystem biogeochemistry. These omissions contribute to the large variation in ecosystem C storage at high latitudes and for Australia. For example, the current ESMs simulated C processes with 9Á13 PFTs comprising forests and grasses, which largely omitted the property of permafrost vegetation.
Models for permafrost soil C have only recently been integrated into ESMs (Koven et al., 2011) and further improvements in modelling C loss and accumulation would reduce uncertainties related to ecosystem C feedback cycles at high latitudes (Krishan et al., 2009; Schuur et al., 2009 ).
Variation in NPP and NPP/GPP ratio
Although most models reasonably predicted global NPP that was fairly consistent with latitude pattern (Fig. 7) , none were able to reproduce grid-scale distributions of NPP (Fig. 9) . Better performance at the latitude level may be due to aggregation of environmental variations that affect the C cycle at the grid scale. At the grid scale, land surface parameters may be the main factors contributing to poor agreement between the model predictions and empirical data. Most of the models share a similar structure in which photosynthetically fixed C is based on a leaf-level function. In the most models, PFT patches are directly linked to leaf-level ecophysiological measurements, while community composition (i.e. the PFTs and their areal extent) and vegetation structure (e.g. height, LAI) are directly inputted to each grid cell for each PFT. Thus, different inputs of land surface parameters among the models may cause spatial heterogeneity across models. For example, the land surface parameters in CLM were developed from several MODIS land surface products at a grid cell resolution of 0.058 (Lawrence and Chase, 2007) , resulting in a good agreement between the simulated NPP for CCSM4 and NorESM with the estimated NPP from MODIS (Pearson correlation coefficient !0.7). In addition, the fixed vegetation cover in most ESMs would neglect the effect of climate change on vegetation. Among the five models, only MIROC models include dynamic vegetation through PFT distributional shifts and demographic stand process (Watanabe et al., 2011) , which could directly produce the variability of vegetation cover over time and predict the C-climate feedback.
Although NPP is calculated from GPP and autotrophic respiration (R a ) , little is known about the R a and its response to environmental change, especially for long-term acclimation, which largely determine the NPP/GPP ratio. Plant R a is not parameterised very well in current biogeochemical models (Atkin et al., 2008) , further limiting the ability to accurately estimate NPP and its response to climate change. In most models, the sensitivity of R a to temperature is represented by a Q 10 function or a modified Arrhenius equation (similar function), but different models have different Q 10 (Ruimy et al., 1996) , ranging from 1.9 to 2.5 based on estimates inferred from global forest database (Piao et al., 2010) . Moreover, the long-term experiments suggested that the sensitivity of plant respiration to temperature often declined with temperature due to the long-term acclimation (Luo, 2007; Atkin et al., 2008) . Most ESMs defined a single temperature response function and failed to take into account for acclimation of plant respiration (Atkin et al., 2008) .
Variation in MRT
In contrast to NPP, information on how ecosystem MRT varies among ecosystems and its responses to global climate change is extremely limited. Current research showed that soil warming experiments were compatible with the long-term sensitivity of SOC residence time (Knorr et al., 2005) , with the slow soil C pool being more sensitive to temperature than the fast soil C pool, but it is still a topic of intense debate . Since future changes in the MRT could strongly affect the ability of the ecosystem to serve as a sink for atmospheric C, it is critical to evaluate model performance in estimating MRT against observed data. There are a number of factors that may contribute to poor agreement between model predictions and empirical data, such as variation in the observed data and model structure.
MRTs for various C pools are mainly estimated from simple isotope mixing models. Model estimates can only produce a composite MRT of the various SOC constituents with short and long residence times , so different fractionation techniques and model structures may affect the calculation of MRT (Derrien and Amelung, 2011) . As a result, global MRTs ranged from 29 to 60 yr (Table 2) , which clearly indicates that there is room to improve the empirical estimates. Inverse models could be a valid approach to produce spatial information on MRTs at a global scale for assessing model performance. Although parameterisation of inverse models is constrained by experimental data, there have been large uncertainties reported, likely due to lack of experimental data (e.g. microbial biomass, respiration), a mismatch in timescales between the available data and the parameters to be estimated, or differences in the inverse methods (Xu et al., 2006; Zhou & Luo, 2008; Zhou et al., 2012) . For example, the MRT estimated by Zhou and Luo (2008) was 10 yr shorter than the estimate by Zhou et al. (2012) using different inverse methods with nearly the same experimental data.
Improving empirical estimates, however, will not fully resolve the differences in MRT predictions across models, because they do not all agree with one another in their representation of the ecosystem. MRTs are estimated from C transfer coefficients among the various C pools and environmental forcing (Xia et al., 2013) . The former determines how long C may remain in plant or soil pool. The C allocated to plant tissues (e.g. stems, leaves and roots) could determine ecosystem MRT, commonly described by plant biomass or PFTs (Carbone and Trumbore, 2007) . For example, the low allocation of C to the longer-lived stem pools resulted in the short MRT for biomass C in Arid region (Barrett, 2002) . The cropland and grassland only allocate C to leaves and roots with turnover times of months to a few years, leading to the lower MRT than other PFTs (Zhou et al., 2012) . However, among five models, only MIROC simulates the temporal dynamics of PFTs. Another source of the large variation is to determine C transfer coefficients between pools. For example, in the MIROC models, the transfer coefficients from the leaves and fine roots into the litter are constant (Sato et al., 2007) , while in the CanESM models, they are calculated as a function of normal turnover, drought and cold stress (Arora and Boer, 2005) . Highly variable C residence times in difference pools would lead to the difference of ecosystem MRT among models globally and regionally. For example, grassland and cropland have the relatively fast MRT due to the lack of long-residence wood tissues and coarse litter (Zhou et al., 2012) .
The difference of MRT across models could result from ecosystem response to driving variables, determined by model parameterisation. Here, we defined MRT as a function of soil temperature (T s 
, where the parameter k and Q 10 in each model were calculated using ecosystem MRT and climate factors across all grid cells. Such simple models showed that temperature could explain the spatial variation of ecosystem MRT up to 65% (Table 4) , suggesting the effects of the initial residence time and the temperature sensitivity on ecosystem MRT Meyer et al. (1999) *A majority of MRTs at all grids for all models at the same spatial resolution are less than 400 yr, so we set the threshold of 1000 yr according as the hist. of data. The percentage of the eliminated data is not more than 1% (the valid data). among models. The Q 10 values in MIROC, CanESM and IPSL were within the range between 1.5 and 2.5, which have been often set on estimates inferred from ecosystem flux measurements (Mahecha et al., 2010) , while Q 10 in CCSM and NorESM was much higher, resulting in the short MRT. In addition, soil moisture did not significantly improve the estimate of MRT if it was incorporated into the temperature function (data not shown). (Zhou and Luo, 2008; Zhou et al., 2012) and the difference between five models and the estimates of inverse models. Zhou and Luo (2008) and Barrett (2002) was estimated with NPP, so as comparison, MRT is corrected by the NPP/GPP ratio in the USA and in Australia.
Implications for land surface models
Our model intercomparison indicates that both NPP and MRT may contribute to multi-model variation in ecosystem C storage capacity at the regional scale but MRT has greater effects than NPP, especially at high latitudes. More research on carbon MRT is thus needed to greatly improve the performance of land surface models toward predictive understanding of ecosystem responses to climate change in the future. Thus, our study would offer several suggestions for future experimental and modelling research with the goal of improving estimates of ecosystem C storage capacity.
First, our results showed that some ESMs such as CCSM4 simulated fast C turnover, whereas other models such as MIROC simulated slow C turnover (Fig. 6) . Thus, experimental data of C residence time in various C pools should be used to constrain the rates of the C cycle. In addition, there are no benchmarking data for the spatial patterns of MRT at regional or global scale to assess model performance.
Inverse models would be a reasonable approach to produce a map of ecosystem MRTs. Thus, collection of experimental data on various C pools among biomes globally is the first step to improve model parameters. Especially, models could use forest inventory data to constrain C residence times in living biomass pools.
Second, although most models share a similar structure for carbon partitioning among three or more C pools and response to climate change, the models have different definitions of the C pools and equations with environmental variables that control the C flows among the C pools, resulting in large variation in simulation of ecosystem MRT. For example, IPSL defines 15 C pools (eight biomass pools, four litter pools and three soil C pools), while CLM4 simulates six C pools (three biomass pools and three dead C pools). Thus, assessing and improving C partitioning and transfer coefficients among C pools at the global scale is key to improving model performance for ecosystem MRTs.
Third, this study demonstrated that the largest uncertainties in spatial variability of ecosystem C storage and MRTs occur at high latitudes and for sparsely vegetated regions (Figs. 1 and 6 ). The current soil models embedded in ESMs are mainly based on molecular structures and the kinetic theory (Schmidt et al., 2011) . Such model structures largely ignore deep mineral and permafrost soils. In addition, there would be a strong temperature or water stress close to thresholds for vegetation growth in the sparse vegetated regions, which could be difficult to be modelled accurately. Thus, it is imperative for the development of ESMs to improve post-photosynthesis C cycle modelling at high latitudes and its response to climate change.
Conclusions
We aimed to evaluate spatial variation in ecosystem C storage capacity simulated by ESMs included in CMIP5 and to examine sources of multi-model variability in the results associated with MRT and/or C inputs. Model intercomparison indicated that NPP was simulated relatively well by most models on average, but MRT was substantially underestimated by most of the models. Underestimation of MRT resulted in lower estimates for ecosystem C storage capacity. Among the five models, MIROC predicted the largest ecosystem C storage capacity (about 40 kg C m (2 ) and the longest MRT (50 yr). The spatial patterns of ecosystem C storage capacity predicted by CCSM4 and NorESM were similar, as they include the same land C model (e.g. CLM). The C storage capacity estimated by NorESM was higher than that for CCSM due to differences in the NPP/GPP ratio between the two models. Nonetheless, large spatial variations in MRT and NPP resulted in large variations in ecosystem C storage capacity (CV 0 0.4Á1.2), particularly at high latitudes and in sparsely vegetated regions. Our results indicate that more research should be conducted in the future to estimate C partitioning and transfer coefficients among C pools so that ecosystem C residence time and storage capacity can be accurately simulated.
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